
D O B B S  F E R R Y  H I S T O R I C A L  S O C I E T Y

PLEASE VISIT US ON THE WEB AT WWW.DOBBSFERRYHISTORY.ORG                

Fostering an awareness and appreciation for the 
history of Dobbs Ferry and all the people, noted and 
humble, who transmitted the good things of the past 

to the present and the future.

DId you ever wonder 
about those beautiful 
stained glass windows in 
our Lady of Pompeii 
church? 
Our Historical Society 
“Super Sleuths” Madeline  
Byrne and Alan Steinfeld 
have been up to it again 
trying to solve another one 
of our village history’s  
mysteries. - 2nd in the 
series
Pages 6 & 7 

Take a walk down down 
memory lane... 
We asked readers to send 
in memories of times past 
and we received a 
wonderful story.  A tale 
of 2 brothers, Ronnie and 
Bill Bray who grew up in 
Dobbs Ferry and their 
recollections of the what 
life was like in our village  
during WWII. 
Pages 4 & 5    

Save the date:
August 9th -             
Walk to Freedom      
Meet us at 1pm at Gould 
Park for our reenactment 
march through the 
village. Afterwards we 
will reassemble at Mead 
House, for some 
entertainment and 
refreshments! See our 
Facebook page for more 
details! 

Did you know that Dobbs 
Ferry had its very own  
“Thomas Edison”?   
Learn the story of Charles 
Spiro (seen with his 
granddaughter in photo on 
the left) who acquired over 
200 patents during his 
lifetime. You’ll be amazed at 
the items that we all know 
that were credited to him.  
Pages 1 & 2
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Ferryman  

It had been raining all morning when 
the ghostly letters first appeared. 
There on the rain soaked façade of the 
Oceana Press building at the corner of 
Chestnut and Main Streets could be 
seen the words ”C. Spiro Mfg. Co.”  
This wasn’t the first time I had seen 
those words. A photograph dating 
from June, 1941, showed a wedding 

reception on the lawn of our house on 
Chestnut Street. In the background, 
the Oceana building appears with the 
words dimly apparent on the façade.
So, who was Spiro? And why was his 
name on the façade of the Oceana 
Building?
The “Oceana” Building takes its name 
from the publishing firm Phillip 
Cohen founded there in 1947. Before 
that, around 1893 – 95, it was the 
Lawrence and Co. Grain Elevator and 
Mill, later expanding into groceries 
and housewares. However, the period 
between Lawrence and Cohen is 
vague. Nothing much in village 
archives sheds light on the building’s 
evolution.  So it was with heightened 
anticipation that I began to research 
Spiro. What I discovered was simply 
amazing.  

Charles Spiro was one of the geniuses 
of technology of our early modern era. 
He compares with Thomas Edison, 
although with a narrower focus, as the 
former mainly devoted his efforts to 
mechanical innovation. In this respect 
he revolutionized written 
communication and acquired over two 
hundred patents during his lifetime, 
including the “rapid pencil 
sharpener.”
Charles Spiro was born either in 
Germany or New York City, 
depending on which account you 
believe. He died, either in 1933, or 
sometime in the 40’s. The only son of a 
watch and chronometer maker, 
Charles at 16 entered his father’s small 
shop in lower Manhattan as a 
journeyman/apprentice. 

THE GENIUS OF 75 MAIN STREET
BY LARRY BLIZZARD
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Watchmaking in those days was still a handcraft.
From the beginning, young Charles demonstrated an 
unusual precociousness. He observed the clumsy manner in 
which watches had to be wound, using a key and side 
button. Through tinkering, he invented the stem-winder. 
For this first invention, he was awarded four thousand 
dollars. After dividing the prize with his father, he took off 
on a trip to Europe.
In Europe, his interest in music was rekindled. He had 
taken up the violin at age 6 and as a result of attending 
concerts in Germany, he determined to perfect his skills.
Another decision he made was not to return to the tedium 
of watchmaking. In school, he had demonstrated a flair for 
debating; with his mother’s encouragement, he decided to 
become a lawyer.
After two years of study at Washington College (now 
Washington and Lee University in Lexington, Virginia) and 
a third year at NYU,  financed by playing the violin 
professionally, Spiro entered the legal profession.
Little is known about this period, although he was 
successful enough to have been considered for a judgeship. 
That he exhibited an individualistic streak is evidenced by 
the fact of his having once been “debarred” for continuing 
to question a client who had been excluded. It was during 
his ninth year as a lawyer that the course of his life changed.
Across the hall from his office, a man had procured a 
Remington typewriter. This was in the 1880’s, at the very 
beginning of the typewriter’s introduction. Spiro was 
invited in to see the new gadget. While he admired the 
intricacy and ingenuity of the machine, he was disturbed by 
the awkward and displeasing aspects of the design. He 
began to obsessively re-design the device. Because he had 
never lost his interest in mechanics, Spiro had kept a small 
machine shop at home. It was here during the weeks that 
followed that Charles created a new typewriter. The impact 
of his achievement led to the forming of a company, the 
“Columbia Typewriter Co.” in 1884. Among Charles Spiro’s 
innovations were the automatic ribbon feed, the bar-lock 

which keeps the 
carrier on the paper, 
the removable platen 
and above all, 
visibility, allowing 
every part of the 
paper to be viewed at 
all times by the 
typist.
During the ensuing 
years, Mr. Spiro 
continued refining 
typewriter design, as 
well as obtaining 

patents in other departments, such as phonography, matrix 
machines, the rapid pencil sharpener and other automatic 
machinery. In 1894, he received the highest tribute available 
at that time to an American inventor, the John Scott medal 
of the Franklin Institute.
Although Charles continued to pursue technical excellence 
in typewriter design, his business suffered as a result of 
financial underhandedness on the part of a business partner. 
He was forced to turn over production of his machines to 
another firm while continuing his efforts at refinement.
However, his four sons took up their father’s passion, and 
together with Charles, they purchased the old granary at 75 
Main Street in Dobbs Ferry. This was sometime in the 
1920’s. This time around, their interest was in automobile 
accessories and items such as running boards were 
produced. Charles Spiro’s interests continued to range over 
a variety of design areas during the remainder of his life.
At this point, I have little information as to Charles Spiro’s 
activities in regard to the Oceana Building or, for that 
matter, Dobbs Ferry itself. How much time he spent in the 
village (he maintained an address in Manhattan) and to 
what extent he was involved in the day-to-day functioning 
of the Spiro Mfg. Co. remains a mystery.
However, stand at the corner of Chestnut and Main on a 
rainy day, facing the façade of the Oceana Building, look 
just above the windows on the second floor and you will 
discern the ghostly presence of his name, reminding us of 
his contribution to the development of communication.
Note: If anyone has information regarding the Spiro Mfg. 
Co. in Dobbs Ferry, I would deeply appreciate receiving it. 
My research is ongoing.

Bibliography

Sources for this article come from the internet under the heading “Charles Spiro”:

A Biographical Sketch of Charles Spiro (circa 1940 by Bertha Spiro)

“Spiro Found?” ETCetera No. 87 Sept. 2009

“How Charles Spiro’s Ill-fated Visigraph Typewriter was Converted to Ed 
Manning’s Doomed Federal”- by Robert Messenger in The Wonderful World of 
Typewriters, Saturday, March 29, 2014

Photo of Rapid Pencil Sharpener courtesy of Howard Levin 
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 THE TWO DOBBS FERRYS: 
TO 1765

By the time the Dobbs Family and 
their neighbors – The Hyatts, the 
Hughsons and the Storms – had 
settled in, most of the native peoples 
were gone. The land looked 
occupied. Orchards had been 
planted, farms were flourishing, and 
children were growing. In the spring 
the families welcomed the fresh run 
of shad: in June they picked wild 
strawberries which were so 
abundant on the hillsides that they 
could not only feast to their heart’s 

content, they could also sell the extras.  So they filled pint baskets -- hundreds 
and hundreds of them-- loaded them onto boats and sent them to New York to be 
sold for five cents a basket.

In the winter (but only the winter) they gathered oysters, the delicacy which 
eighteenth century Americans prized above all else. Eastchester residents were 
warned against taking oysters from their creek between May 1 and October 1, 
“excepting for a sick person or a longing woman.”

The river was the life line for settlements along its banks. It was the source of 
news from the outside world, the link to stores, markets and services in New 
York City, and the connecting bond between the two Dobbs Ferrys, making them 
almost a single community with shared interests, particularly for the extended 
Dobbs Family with members on both sides. 

Surveyors Arrive

Certainly in 1719 people on both sides of the river must have taken a lively 
interest in the arrival of New York and New Jersey surveyors at “Chear Hall” (the 
large house built in Dobbs Ferry West by William Merritt, former mayor of New 
York City, uncle of John Dobbs Sr., and granduncle of William Dobbs, the 
ferryman after whom this newsletter and the present Village of Dobbs Ferry 
(East) are named.)

Again the surveyors were trying to settle their long-standing argument about the 
boundary between the two colonies. Again they gave up. Their quadrant wasn’t 
large enough they said. (Not until 1773 was the boundary line, as it came down to 
the river firmly established just south of “Chear Hall.”)

The most spectacular visitor to “Chear Hall” in the early days, however, was the 
Crown’s governor of New York, Lord Cornbury. In 1702 he was coming down the 
river when he heard, perhaps from a passing sloop, that there was an epidemic of 
yellow fever in New York. And there he was in his official barge with eight 
oarsmen, and a coxswain. What to do? Luckily for him he remembered that 
William Merritt, the ex-Mayor, lived on the west bank of the river. He would just 
stop off and visit for three weeks or so, at least until it was safe to go on. 

For William Merritt, this was a sorry day. Lord Cornbury was not a welcome 
guest. Despised throughout the colony, the governor was known for being 
dishonest, arrogant, coarse, vain, and a show-off who liked to dress in women’s 
clothes to prove how much he looked like his cousin, Queen Anne. Surely some 
of the people from the east bank found excuses to cross over and catch a glimpse 
of this outrageous man who was so universally hated. 

William Merritt did not stay on the west bank long enough to entertain many 
more celebrities. A restless man he seemed to have built “Chear Hall” as an 
investment. In any case, in 1705 he sold his patent to Captain John Corbett, a 
merchant of New York City, for 1,800 pounds. The next year, William Merritt, 
now in his mid-sixties, returned to sea. Two years later, he died. 

The family of the east side of the river also lost members. Maria Dobbs, John Sr.’s 
sister (who may have come from England with the original group) died in 1716. 
She had become Maria Hughson, wife of Thomas, who right from the first raises 
questions.

In one source, Thomas Hughson is listed as “Thomas Hughson, Earl of Warwick, 
alias Thomas Hughson.” Since the family name of the famous Warwicks in 
England is Neville, Thomas seems to have no legitimate claim to his title. 
Obviously he had delusions of grandeur which, to judge by future events, rubbed 
off on his sons.

In 1741, his son, John, and John’s wife, Sarah, were running an alehouse in New 
York City when he (Thomas), John and three of his other sons became involved in 

what was known as the “Great 
Negro Plot” to subvert the 
established government. During 
three weeks in March, about 50 
conspirators (both slaves and 
white) set fires around the city, 
destroying the governor’s 
house, many government 
buildings and the home of the 
chief justice’s brother-in-law.

The plot was apparently 
hatched in the alehouse of John 
Hughson who bragged that, 
when the destruction was 
complete, he would become the 
King of New York. Instead, 
thirteen of the slaves were 
burned at the stake and four of 
the guilty white people, 
including John and Sarah 
Hughson, were hanged. As for 
Thomas Hughson, he and his other three sons were ordered to leave the province. 

But to return to Thomas’ quieter days in Dobbs ferry, he lived with his wife Maria 
Dobbs, and his growing family on 279 acres in the neighborhood of the current 
intersection of Broadway and Ashford Avenue.  Perhaps it was lucky that Maria 
died in 1716 before her children got into trouble.  Maria Dobbs Hughson had 
eight children in all and about the time that the last was born, her brother John 
Dobbs Sr., (the first John to settle in the area) and his wife Abigail gave birth to a 
daughter. Surely it was for his sister that John named this daughter Maria, or 
“Mollie”. And Mollie was the one who left stories in her wake. 

100 Pigeons with 1 shot

Mollie was the kind of person whom people liked to brag about. She could run 
the ferry and shoot a gun as well as any man in her family. Once she reportedly 
brought down 100 passenger pigeons with a single shot.  If the number has 
grown over the years, the story is still testimony to her marksmanship and to the 
fact that she was a natural candidate for tall tales. One must remember, however, 
that in those days, passenger pigeons flew in flocks of several million. At the very 
least, Mollie must have established a local record. 

As for the ferry, Mollie would have learned early to take into account the wind 
and tides, to hoist the sails and row if she had to.  Since she would eventually 
take over the ferry, one must suppose that she occasionally spelled her brother, 
William, on the run across the river. Possibly it was on the ferry that she became 
acquainted (or better acquainted) with the young man from Eastchester who had 
come to the area to seek his fortune. 

Robert Sneden was a carpenter who left his Eastchester home soon after his 
father died around 1727.  Perhaps he had connections of some sort in the Dobbs 
Ferry area. In any case, that is where he wound up, met Mollie and married her. If 
they did not settle immediately on the west side of the river, they were there 
before 1745 when their name appears on an early map. 

Initially, Robert may have leased part of the old William Merritt property, but in 
1752 he definitely bought the house (“Chear Hall”) and 120 acres at the bottom of 
the hill. Meanwhile, Mollie was busy producing children – nine in all, seven boys 
and two girls. Unfortunately, Robert did not live to see all his children grow up. 
He died prior to 1756, leaving no will, so his property went to his oldest son, 
Abraham. 

Life was also bringing changes in Dobbs Ferry East. John Dobbs Sr., died in 1759 
in the large house he built on the corner of what is now Walnut Street and 
Broadway. William inherited the house, turned it into a tavern and gave the ferry 
to Mollie.  And Mollie ran it, not entirely alone. Her oldest son, Abraham, could 
not help her since he married and moved to New York City the same year, but 18 
or 19 year old Dennis was his mother’s right hand man, living with her his entire 
life, never marrying.

And then what? Tracking down history is like groping through patches of fog 
and for the following years, the patches are thick. The next news of Mollie comes 
in 1765, when a mystery man by the name of George Calhoun suddenly made his 
appearance. .       (To be continued)

 ABOUT THE 
AUTHOR : 
Longtime 
Historical 
Society Trustee 
Jean Fritz 

recently celebrated her 100th birthday.  
In honor of this event, we have decided 
to begin republishing the history of 
Dobbs Ferry that she wrote in serial 
form for The Ferryman several years 
ago. Here is the second in the series.

Houseguest Lord Cornbury

Collection, NY Historical Society
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!

! Our world at birth was located at 450 Broadway in 
Dobbs Ferry, New York. Although during the time of WWII, 
some just saw this as a typical, small Hudson River town, 
we soon were welcomed into the reality of war. Bill, the 
eldest, was born in 1938 while Ronnie was born in 1941. As 
the war was coming to an end, baby sister Mary Ann had 
just come into the world.

! We and our family members would wake each day 
awaiting word from the war in Europe, whether it was 
through the mailman, Mr. Graney, or listening to the radio. 
Our mother often spoke with the mailman who always had 
information about those who were serving both at home or 
abroad.

! Everyone tried to keep school days in Dobbs Ferry 
as normal as possible, but we would be surrounded by 
news surrounding the war. Going to school each morning 
and crossing the street at Broadway and Maple was always 
an adventure. Police officers Artie Ward and Herbie Olsen 
were always at their post, helping children cross the street. 
Both of us always enjoyed Herbie Olsen when he was 
riding his motorcycle on the beat.  Police officer Ed Doyle 
was at the crossing section many times during our 
childhood, performing his duties and greeting the morning 
people going to school and work. 

! Standing in front of the old elementary school on 
Broadway was a wooden memorial with the names of men 
and women who served. As the war continued,  the size of 
the board grew. Furthermore, as Bill recalls, the memorial 
honor roll grew in size to a half round shape of five boards. 
It covered the front lawn of the elementary school. Ronnie 
also recalls playing in front of the memorial honor roll for 
many hours a day and greeting people with a friendly 
“hello” as they passed by. Located across the street from the 
Bray family home, the honor roll board became a great 
attraction. Many people read it every day.  However it was 
eventually removed from the school grounds and stored in 
the basement of the original elementary school.  People 
were asked to buy and support the sales of war bonds that 
reflected the presence of this honor roll. War bond posters 
were seen posted all over the town to encourage bond sales 
to support the war efforts.

! At home, our family, as well as many others, saved 
all metals, tins and rags in hopes of seeing Tony, the junk 
man, with his horse drawn wagon coming down the street. 
We would listen to the horseshoes hitting the pavement and 
knew when to go out and meet him. Tony was buying rags, 
scrap metal and paper. We recalled the use of the ration 
stamps that meant that sugar was not easily found in the 
local stores. Outside the window, one might find John, the 
street cleaner, cleaning the street with his two wheeled 
platform (barrel and broom attached). He would sweep up 
and down Broadway on a weekly basis. 

! Need a haircut? Try Larry DeRosa’s barbershop at 2 
Cedar Street. It is still there today at the same location, still a 
barbershop but under a different name. After Larry DeRosa 
returned home from the war, he opened a barbershop in 
Dobbs Ferry. He was a barber in the Navy and was at the 2 

DOBBS FERRY: The War Years by William E. and Ronald Bray 

Looking back at World War II through the eyes of 2 young brothers growing up in Dobbs Ferry...

Brothers  William E. (left) and Ronnie Bray (right) in front of their home at 450 
Broadway in Dobbs Ferry circa 1948. All photos courtesy Ronnie Bray.
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Cedar Street Shop for over 25 years. 
When Ron was 12 years old, he 
worked in the barbershop, sweeping 
the floor, washing the windows and 
mirrors. For that service he received 
25 cents and a free haircut.

! Another great memory we 
had during the war was waiting for 
our uncle, David Miears, to visit our 
family and tell us all about his 
experiences in the war. His wife, Fran, 
worked in the Brooklyn Navy Yard as 
a welder and metal fabrication 
mechanic. Uncle David traveled a lot 
during the war and had many 
interesting stories to talk about. He 
became a career officer in the marines 
and retired as a Lieutenant Colonel.   
In the true sense of the word, my Aunt 
Fran was referred to as “Rosy the 
Riveter” and my Uncle David was 
referred to as a career man who came 
up through the ranks as a “lifer”.

! For recreation during these 
troubled times, we brothers would go 
down to the Hudson River and fish 
for “Tommy Cods”. We fished from 
the Besson Coal Yard docks and often 
met Mr. Bill Dickerman.  Bill 
Dickerman lived on the Besson’s 
property and was a fulltime 
watchman for the yard. If the weather 

was bad, he would call up people who 
had their boats moored at the dock 
and tell them to get their boats to safer 
grounds.

! The Ashford Avenue A&P 
was another adventure that both of us 
enjoyed. On many occasions, we 
brought used fat over to the meat 
department as part of the war rations 
program. We also collected wooden 
vegetable boxes that were being 
thrown away. Ron made little projects 
from them and displayed them at the 
elementary school. Two of the 
produce men, Beansie Wiltsea and 
Rocky Moneteleon, saved these boxes 
so he could continue with his 
woodworking hobby as a young child.
! More interesting, we loved to 
watch our mother pull down the 
shades at night. She did this to keep 
the light from shining out and keep 
our house in darkness. Otherwise, 
there would be civil defense 
inspectors coming around at night to 
check if there was light coming from 
your house. The inspectors would 
enter your house and tell you if any 
violations were noticed.

! A civil defense horn would 
blow from the direction of town hall 
and the Ogden Fire House to alert the 

residents in Dobbs Ferry that war was 
in progress. This also meant we 
needed to remember the rules and 
regulations that were enforced to keep 
us safe.

! Brother Bill celebrated his 
birthday on Saturday, August 14th, 
1938. On Tuesday, the 17th of August 
1945, Japan surrendered and the end 
of the war was celebrated in Dobbs 
Ferry. He recalls that there was a huge 
parade with sirens, horns, fire trucks, 
tooting of car horns and lots of 
American flags.  At one point, two 
large bombers flew overhead at 8 pm 
to the delight of the crowd.

! During the whole time period 
from 1943 to 1953, our father, Elliott R. 
Bray, worked building naval ships. 
This was at Consolidated 
Shipbuilding in Yonkers and  later at 
the Falmouth shipbuilding yard in 
Massachusetts. Dad was not home 
much of the time, just on weekends, 
and mom had the large chore of 
raising three children by herself. As 
we look back now, that was the price 
we had to pay for our freedom and 
our security.   Once the end of the war 
became evident to us, changes could 
be noted each day in the village of 
Dobbs Ferry, New York.

Photos of the the Bray brothers today with their friends and families -- William E. (photo on left ) and Ronnie (photo on right)  

 The Historical Society would like 
to thank Ronnie and Bill Bray for 

sending in their story. 
Ronnie reports that they had 
many enjoyable hours on the 

phone reminiscing.
That’s just great Ronnie! 

This is what we do best; recording 
and keeping memories alive for 

future generations to enjoy. 
Do you have special memories of 

growing up in Dobbs Ferry? 

Please send them to us ! 
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When the name Scaperrotta 
comes up in connection with 
Dobbs Ferry, most people think 
of Scappys Harmony Inn.  
Scappys was founded in the 
mid 1950s by Chris Scaperrotta 
who emigrated to Dobbs Ferry 
from Italy in 1920, the year he 
married Mariangela Cortese.  
After first operating a garage 
and several restaurants on 
Main Street, he bought the Pfeil 
Hotel on Ashford Avenue and 
in 1939 rebuilt it as Scappy’s 
Harmony Inn.  According to an 
article in the New York Times of 
January 2, 2000, Scappy’s had 
“…been the site of generations 
of children’s parties…” a fact 
helped no doubt by the 
presence of two bowling alleys 
installed in 1956.

Because of his association with 
Scappy’s, Chris was perhaps 
the best known of the children 
of Domenico and Agata 
Scaperrotta.  But it is another 
son, Raymond James 
Scaperrotta whose place in 
history is memorialized by his 
name in a stained glass 
window in Our Lady of 
Pompeii Church. 

THE SCAPERROTTA WINDOWS
BY ALAN STEINFELD AND MADELINE BYRNE

Raymond was born in Dobbs Ferry on August 28, 1919, the fifth child of Domenico and Agata, but the first son 
born in the United States.  In Dobbs Ferry High School he played football and basketball.  With war imminent, he 
enlisted in the Naval Militia of the New York National Guard in June of 1940.  Scaperrotta became a petty officer 
with a rating as a carpenter’s mate.  By July of 1941 he was at the Naval Air Station in Jacksonville, Florida and in 
November of that year was assigned to the newly commissioned USS President Adams, a President Jackson-class 
attack transport.

The President Adams saw action in the Pacific Theater of Operation beginning in July of 1942.  The men of the 
President Adams transported troops and supplies throughout the Pacific Theater.  On November 1, 1944, 

window photos courtesy of Madeline Byrne
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Scaperrotta volunteered as one of the crew to man 
barges carrying invasion troops ashore to capture a 
Japanese base in the Philippines.  He was killed 
during this operation and awarded the Purple Heart.  
Petty officer Scaperrotta was the first soldier from 
Dobbs Ferry to be killed in World War II.

A requiem mass was held for him aboard the 
transport on November 4th and on Sunday, 
November 16th, a military high mass was held in his 
memory at Our Lady of Pompeii Church.  At some 
time after this, a stained glass window was installed 
in the church in his memory.  A second window was 
placed in honor of his parents, Domenico and Agata.

{Note:  This is the second installment in a series of 
articles exploring the origins of the stained glass 
windows in historic Our Lady of Pompeii church in 
Dobbs Ferry.}

photo courtesy of MaryJane Marziale

from the Historical Society archives
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! Recently, we at the Historical Society were 
corresponding with James E. Brown. James is the 
grandson of Ida and Colonel Franklin Q. Brown, a family 
instrumental in the history of our village.  The Browns 
were  known for their many philanthropic  and civic 
minded deeds - and their estate “Springhurst” on 
Walgrove Avenue became the location of our current day 
Springhurst Elementary School 
! We were delighted when James mentioned (just as 
an incidental postscript) something that helped solve one 
of our village  “mysteries” From his note dated June 16, 
2016, James writes:  
! “p.s.  a funny aside,..about  5 years ago a college 
friend of my daughters told me he had gone to the 
Springhurst school as a kid and in the woods near the 
school there was a big stone about 6 feet high with a large 
stone eagle carved on top. He said it was a big mystery 
among the kids and they had always wondered what in 
the world it was doing there....It was fun to be able to 
solve it for him at long last...when my Grandfather 
remodeled his Redmond and Co. office building on Pine 
Street in the Manhattan Wall Street area the Eagle was 
one of 4 on the facade of the building. It used to sit on a 
lawn on the right as you came up the drive, but it had all 
grown up in woods when he was there.....I believe the last 
time I stopped by it had been moved to a more prominent 
site by the school, but I'm not sure of that.”
! James, you will be happy to learn that your 
beloved Eagle still sits on the property of Springhurst 
watching over all the school children as they play and 
learn.  Further, all our athletic teams are named the 
“Eagles” and Springhurst is commonly referred to as the 
place “where eagles learn to fly”  What a wonderful 
coincidence!  We are profoundly grateful to your family 
for the benevolent gifts and contributions they have made 
to the history of our village ! 

SAVE THE DATE: 
SUNDAY AUGUST 7, 2016

ROAD TO FREEDOM WALK !

HISTORICAL HAPPENINGS: A VILLAGE MYSTERY SOLVED !

The unofficial mascot of the Springhurst Elementary School - the stone Eagle 
as it sits on the grounds today. A grandson of one of our town forefathers 
tells us the history of this fine fellow.   Photo by Robin Costello
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